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About This Game

18 Floors is a VR experience combining room escape gameplay with puzzle elements. Players are transported to a mystic and
foreboding space, where they must complete interconnected puzzle to escape each sealed room.

The first episode of the game is comprised of two rooms, the Phantom Room and Sea Express stage.

With her home planet destroyed 1000 years ago, Andrea, Queen of Naoh Star has been living hidden amongst humans,
struggling to keep her race from eradication. When she learns of humanity’s plan of genocide for her people, Queen Andrea

decides to strike back at humanity by altering history itself. Players will follow Andrea as she travels to the secret time-bending
black hole “18 Floors,” discovering her true identity and uncovering a galactic conspiracy.

Game Features:
1.A suspenseful and thrilling VR puzzle experience
2.Mystifying puzzle designs with gameplay variety
3.VR Environments that feel as if they were real

4.A completely different but interlinked fantastic journeys
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Its a nice puzzle game for its price, more then one room, thank god, but I hate to be this guy, my rooms super small, and I hate
geting refunds on good games, Just add a teleport function please. I've just started using this program and I already love it. This
is very useful not only to a game developer but anyone using pbr rendering like Iray or superfly. Get the substance Indie pack,
it's well worth it.. She's dabbing on the card pack, nobody can tell me otherwise. it is fun at first then it just gets really boring.
The world-reknowned developer of such classic indie-horror games as My Bones and Verge: Lost Chapter returns! Not exactly
"triumphantly" - that'd be a stretch - but I'm actually going to "recommend" this one, believe it or not. Before your itchy fingers
go hittin' that "Add to Cart" button, however, allow me the benefit of a few small "disclaimers"...

  Firstly, no, I don't know the dev personally, and if I did I would have happily offered to translate all text in his game into
English...something which Google has clearly failed to do on his behalf. I actually suspect that one day I may in fact cave and
offer my translating "skills" (i.e. I do actually speak English) to one of these Euro developers, but I think I'll save that for the
day I find a genuinely talented one. Yuriy Mamedov is not that developer - certainly not yet - and this is certainly not that game.
But one day, perhaps...

  Secondly, Steam DOES NOT HAVE A NEUTRAL BUTTON. I seem to have confused punters more than once in the past by
thumbing-up something which I seem quite critical and/or "meh" about, and this is simply because I figure a 5 or more out of
ten has GOT to qualify as some kind of "pass"; and as this game is neither outrageously incompetent nor entirely unentertaining,
I figure I'd give it a C-minus if I was a teacher. Hence, a 5 out of 10. Hence, a thumb-up rather than a thumb-down. If you
should have a problem with this ratings system I have employed, KINDLY GO EAT A♥♥♥♥♥♥ It's a reviewer's opinion, not
a command from God. Would you like me to WIPE YOUR♥♥♥♥♥♥for you, also? Then again, if you've read this far into the
review, I'm presuming you didn't just thumb my "positive" review down on sight, out of principle, and type some nonsense
below about how I'm "obviously friends with the developer". Steam users really do need to learn to READ reviews before
jerking their knees as the first response. Just because a reviewer gives a game a reluctant thumb-up DOES NOT mean that they
believe said game to be the best ♥♥♥♥in' thing since sliced bread. 5/10 means just that...a pass. BARELY.

  Thirdly, Mr Mamedov, unlike a number of his peers, actually does show some vague and distant POTENTIAL. I'm not saying
he's come anywhere NEAR to that potential here...no sirree. But at least he finally made a game which lasts for longer than
twenty minutes - well, okay, about twenty-five, but that's still progress - and he has finally proven that he knows how to create a
tiny bit of ATMOSPHERE. His use of SOUND is especially commendable...he truly does know how to set up a smidgen of
eeriness, and upon rare occasion even pays off said attempts at "suspense" with something resembling the aural equivalent of a
bona fide "jump-scare". He then, of course, proceeds to ♥♥♥♥ it all squarely in the♥♥♥♥♥♥by having some staggeringly
lame "chase scene" where you stroll very briskly up a corridor while a monster who LOOKS like it's running full-pelt somehow
never seems to catch up with you...but this is what the word "potential" is all about. Mr Mamedov at least gets part-way there,
and on this occasion, he's arguably gotten further than he ever has before. If he would just stop asking money on Steam for short-
as♥♥♥♥♥♥DEMOS, and devote five years of his life to making a substantially LONGER game combining all his strengths -
while hopefully leaving out his myriad weaknesses - then we may actually have a contender for an honest-to-God, true-to-life
VIDEO GAME DESIGNER.

  Seriously, at this rate, I reckon I'll be handing out a 5.5 to Yuriy's next game, and a 6 to the one after that...so we're only about
five or six more "games" away from something a human being might actually want to PAY for. Keep up the good work, Yuriy.
I, for one, believe in you. The bits in the underwater caverns in this game are actually REALLY GOOD. Atmospheric. Spooky,
even. BRIEF, yeah, but...gettin' there. VERY, VERY SLOWLY...but definitely gettin' there.

  So the choice is yours, humble reader. You can pay five bucks - less, on sale - for a twenty-five minute demo which would
make a Mum proud, or you can spend your money on something else. Personally, I've paid good money for much, much worse
here on Steam in the past twelve months or so. Hell, I even got a good chuckle out of the insanely bad A.I. which had the game's
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one-and-only "enemy" perpetually running at a whopping great iron fence in some misguided attempt to get at me...so I'm
happy. Oh, and we even get a sweet little carrot on a stick at the end, with those immortal words "To be continued" coming up
on the screen. I don't doubt it for a second, Yuriy, my friend. I don't doubt it for a second.

  Verdict: 5/10.

(PS Cheers for the free copy, Yuriy. One thing, though...I haven't received that five hundred bucks in my account yet. Any
chance of speeding that up? I have several hard-core, illicit DRUG HABITS to feed here, my man...cheers again. Pleasure doing
business with you!). Ok, so, there ain't much I can say that hasn't been said before about this game, so instead I'm gonna talk
about a problem most warriors games share.

There are no fights.

When you come up to an officer, three things can happen: You hardly notice them before they die from a stray attack. You
musou, stunlock, juggle or rage them before they even get a chance, or they actually manage to hit you and you die instantly.

You do not fight high level enemies, you hope to hit them before they hit you.

When I take down Lu Bu I'm not celebrating a victory, I'm sighing from a long juggling session.

When I took down the final boss it was just 'Deify. Unique magic. Unique magic. Unique magic.' and he's dead.

Now, blasting through mooks and taking out officers is the beating heart and soul of Warriors games, but I just wish there was
more to the officer fights than "You win instantly. Except sometimes you die instantly.". Fun game. its very good. are there
going to be any updates that add more? because that would be cool. but still a fun game anyway.. The lack of voiceover I didn't
think would bother me; but it does seem really weird.

The HO scenes themselves are Ok, but there are great many objects where you need to 'do something else first.' That's fine, and
often makes it more interesting. Here, though, the vast majority seem to be 'click on stuff until something opens or changes in
some way.' Since you have absolutely no idea what is interactive, it comes down to random clicking on things. Nothing to do
with observation or logic at all.

There are numerous slight errors or outright bugs which gradually add up to irritate. A crowbar is a 'wrecking bar' (maybe that's
common usage? I'd never heard the term before). A 'clock' in a HO scene turns out to be a pocket watch. At one point I tried to
use a bird I'd collected on a balcony. I was told 'That should be enough oil.' You are told to exploit the fact that an enemy is
made of wood, but rather than use the pheonix you have with you, you have to go through a convoluted sequence to set termites
on it. There have been loads of these little gripes already, and I've only visited about 1\/5 of the scenes.

Oh, and the music? Not only repetative (hardly something new for a cheap HO game) but every so often there is a chime which
sounds exactly a doorbell. I actually got up to answer the door twice before I decided to turn the music off.

So; it's a more-or-less passable HO with incredible attention to lack of detail. (I put it that way deliberately.)

I got it in a sale, and for a few pounds, it will probably be worth it if I can put up with the errors. If.

Edit: I couldn't. I got only a few scenes from the end, and suddenly nothing showed up on the map as 'to do'. Using a hint just
brought up the map. Totally broken. I certainly won't be trying again. Total waste of 4 hours, all told. (Which I suppose is why I
got it, but it was at least supposed to be a mostly enjoyable 4 hours.)
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i bought this game 3 years ago and it was awesome. i had my computer wiped, so i bought it again a few months ago and was
severely disapointed. Instead of matchmaking, it had servers, which i absolutely hate and out of the 400 lobbys, there was only
one, nuketown 24/7. absolute garbage. i recommend getting a PC or bootcamp and play the other one. DO NOT BUY. I will not
recommend this game until you fix teaming on solos. I'm not playing the game until there are no teams in solos.. Good game, but
it crashed sometimes for me and that killed the experience.

Seems well polished and you can feel the effort on some details.

With a good price, it's worth a buy.. So much fun! It was nice to see classic Nancy revamped a bit. Very fun, and I've already
recommended to some of my friends!. Very short, easy game; finished it in less than 1 1\/2 hours. Weird graphics, a picture
with an animated character that really did not match at all.
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